Lidar Improves Geologic Maps

1. Look at "Enhancing Geologic Maps with Lidar" side of the 2023 GMD poster.

2. Examine the top three images on the poster. Make comparisons between the outdated geologic map on the left and the updated geologic map on the right. How has the map improved? Point out specific places where it has changed.
3. Examine the lidar map in the middle. How does this image differ from the geologic maps? How do you think the lidar data helped improve the geologic map?

3. Examine the detailed geologic map on the bottom of the poster. Can you find a steep incline? A body of water? A fault? What rock type is most common? What features of the map require the use of a key to be understood?

4. Notice the thin black line running diagonally across the large geologic map. Infer what the cross section through this line might look like. Draw your predictions, then examine and make comparisons to the published cross section found at NGMDB Product Description Page
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